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Introduction

For more than a decade, representatives of various disciplines investigated the idea of artificial intelligence, which includes such areas of science as "intelligent environments, computer vision, autonomous vehicles and robots. Intelligent environmental adaptations are closely linked to visual information processing in different graphics elements extraction and recognition.

Image processing investigates the environment where the camera device is present; by taking and analyzing the captured information. A huge increase in image quality and computational technologies allowed opening of a big range of possibilities in image processing [1]. Nowadays, specifically, image processing can be split into two main branches, which are: positioning [2] and augmented reality [3]. Positioning through image processing techniques is getting a significant boom, due to, not only the possibility of being able to identify the position of certain objects and/or persons in an environment, but as a reinforcement in GPS systems which do not work inside houses ant etc. However, designing an image based positioning system is a complex process because position system inside the surrounding environment relies on many uncontrolled issues (lightening, object displacement etc) [4, 5]. Therefore, positioning task is simplified to the detection of certain visual markers (tag) or patterns in this work. Each marker that is used in research has own semantic value that describes the certain environment (room, corridor etc).

The paper is organized in four sections. In the second section the state-of-the-art methods are presented. More about markers, proposed recognition algorithm and experimental results are presented in the third section. The conclusions and discussions are introduced in the fourth section.

Related works

Interest within smart environment recognition as well as artificial intelligence has been growing for more than decade. Lots of realizations are based on image processing and recognition. There are various ways to extract useful data from image by processing in but only some of them with practical application will be introduced.

The relevant data-processing method is used for identification markers [6]. In work, they propose a new localization method which is based on invisible markers that consist of translucent retro-reflectors. In the proposed method, the markers are invisible to the human eye and can be captured using IR camera. There is no need in any power supply and era. To get system more robustness infrared LEDs are flashed on and off continuously and decrease the influence of the infrared and other reflection from retro-reflective markers. Then the images containing the markers are captured then the LEDs flashes and the markers region are extracted using difference between images then LEDs are off. This system can guide a user through an unfamiliar building to a destination room knowing exactly position of the user.

For this system visual markers are graphic symbols designed to be easily recognized by machines (Fig. 1). They are traditionally used in augmented reality [7] and processing algorithms such as ANNs are applied [8].

![Fig. 1. Examples of the markers used in related works](image)

Generalized Hough transform (GHT) is often used for two dimensional marker identification which consist of round objects [9-11]. GHT detect smooth curves, therefore, it is widely used for text recognition, various forms identification and separation in partly occluded environment [12]. Despite of high computational cost GHT method can be used 2-D gray scale object detection in...
images and to create 3D space map using stereo vision system [13] for mobile robots navigation and obstacle avoidance. Scanning a visual marker through a phone camera, users can retrieve localized information and access mobile services [14]. The flexible positioning system can be developed using hybrid solution such as ARToolkit [15] for optical tracking and room geometry information with intuitive user interface for wireless control of home equipment.

The fastest and cost effective image processing method is logical separation. The method is carried out by comparing each frame of gray shades the brightness of the active point to a specific integer value called threshold (0÷255). If the grayness of the pixel is less than the threshold, the value "0" is given; otherwise the point is signed with value "1". Traditionally fixed threshold value is used in image processing which is very sensitive to varying lighting condition. The adaptive threshold selection overcomes mentioned difficulty [16], however a priori information is needed (e.g., size, number of objects etc.) for selection of primary threshold value [17]. The logical separation is widely used, were objects or certain markers are in high contrast with the rest of surrounding environment. For example, the color of road markings is clearly distinguishable from the color of roadway, so the logical separation can be applied in the development of driver support systems and autonomous vehicles. The accurate detection of road markings keeping them in proper shape and orientation is necessary for the determination of markings term. It is difficult task, which is solved using not only logical separation but also pattern recognition technologies [18]. The images of the road markings often are distorted because of camera viewing perspective and varying illumination. The authors of the work [19] have presented inverse perspective transformation (IPT) that performs image transformation from three dimensional space (two image coordinates and viewing angle) in two dimensional plane (image coordinates). IPT method allows getting the top-down viewing effect (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2.](image)

Road markings detection is widely used in creation autonomous cars. The paper [20] presents a system, which uses the logical separation and Gaussian comparison function to extract several lines and markings. The vigilant car can be created by determining the path, markings and road sings. The amount of the work and extensive research which is carried out by many researchers shows the relevance and importance of the work. Rapidly growing interest in autonomous vehicles, smart mobile platforms and furniture motivates to create new methods and algorithms suitable for it.

**Algorithm of environment recognition**

Marker includes three areas: central circle, color segments and outside area. Points from all these areas are used in recognition process. Central circle and outside area are used for premature recognition; by default hose two areas are white. Information about environment is coded using color segments and different color combinations. Thick black centers border enhances marker detection (Fig. 3).

![Fig. 3.](image)

**Algorithm 1:** Marker detection and recognition

---

**step 1:** Logical labeling from the indexed image (bw)

\[
\text{regions} = (a_1, ..., a_i) \iff \text{bw}_i \in \mathbb{Z}
\]

**step 2:** The extraction of features of labeled white regions (perimeter(a), diameter(d), center coordinates (c) )

\[
\{c_i, a_i, d_i \} \iff a_i \in (x_i, y_i)
\]

**step 3:** The diameter of each region is checked using \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) limits

\[
k_n = a_i \text{ if } \alpha \leq d < \beta
\]

**step 4:** Evaluation of roundness of white region using \(\gamma\) and \(\delta\) limits

\[
\text{ind1}(n) = k_n \text{ if } \gamma \leq \text{ind1}(n) \leq \delta
\]

**step 5:** Adaptive threshold formation and evaluation

\[
\text{thresh} = \text{thresh} - \text{st}, \text{ if } m > \theta
\]

\[
\text{thresh} = \text{thresh} + \text{st}, \text{ if } m < \theta
\]

---
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**step 6:** Recognition of the room by color codes from the colored marker image \((\mathcal{I})\)

\[
\text{color\_code} = \{R_c,G_c,B_c\} \leftarrow \mathcal{I} \leftarrow (x_c,y_c),
\]

\[
\text{Room} = \min_{k \in \mathcal{K}}(\text{color\_code}, \text{color\_template}),
\]

\(K\) – number of markers;

**step 7:** Jump to the step \(1\).

Diameter is checked in order to reject noise small areas as well as those sectors that are too big using limits \([\alpha, \beta]\). All areas that passed diameter evaluation \((\text{ind1})\) are then verified to be round objects. The calculation of the proportion in step \(3\) is used which allow to determine which objects are round. Afterwards the number of round objects is used to determine whether used grayness threshold was of the right value. Marker is recognized using nine pixels color components (Fig. 4). Measured color values are compared with template color values using Euclidian measure.

**Experimental investigation of algorithm**

The recognition accuracy of the certain room and accurate localization directly depends on the recognition quality of the markers. The markers are placed in the environment were light is uncontrolled. Therefore, the proposed marker recognition algorithm must be evaluated in different lightening conditions. Experiments took place in order to investigate potentiality of detection and recognition algorithm. Processing rate and accuracy tests were performed. The recognition algorithm was tested in three different lighting settings (24 lx, 125 lx and 180 lx) and using different contrast values. Contrast which varies from 0 to 255, is manually set in camera. During experiments the recognition accuracy and processing rate were calculated (Fig. 6).

![Fig. 6. The functional relationship between contrast value, lightening conditions and recognition accuracy](image)

Experimental results show, that the recognition algorithm is able to classify the markers correctly in a room with good lightening (180 lx) and even in a relatively dark room (24 lx). Best recognition accuracy (about 98%) was reached using a contrast level of 38 and a lightening of 125 lx. The processing rate is the main characteristic for all real time systems. The algorithm is able to process 20 video frames per second, therefore, the system can be used for real time applications.

**Conclusions and future works**

Proposed idea of localization of the mobile smart furniture combines known technologies of optical tracking and standard range sensors. Such system improves the living quality of persons (especially the disabled), because, it allows driver-less control. Intermediate results show that the recognition algorithm was fast and accurate in satisfying environmental conditions. The performance of the algorithm can be improved by changing the lightening conditions.

Even though the experiments show that the system could suitable for real time applications, more tests should be taken. The system is basically based on image processing so the main task is to provide high quality images for the recognition algorithm. Uncontrolled lightness is the main difficult; therefore, future work will involve testing the utility of using additional light. Also future work will involve the creation of algorithm that design simpler. Although, low price and simple design is obtained, system won’t work properly if detection and recognition does’ succeed.
recognize the room, based on the objects itself – i.e., without the special color markers used today.
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